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We have studied the dependence of the production cross sections of the isotopes282,283112 and286,287114 on
the excitation energy of the compound nuclei286112 and290114. The maximum cross section values of the
xn-evaporation channels for the reaction238Us48Ca,xnd286−x112 were measured to bes3n=2.5−1.1

+1.8 pb and
s4n=0.6−0.5

+1.6 pb; for the reaction242Pus48Ca,xnd290−x114: s2n,0.5 pb,s3n=3.6−1.7
+3.4 pb, ands4n=4.5−1.9

+3.6 pb. In
the reaction233Us48Ca,2–4nd277–279112 atE* =34.9±2.2 MeV we measured an upper cross section limit of
sxnø0.6 pb. The observed shift of the excitation energy associated with the maximum sum evaporation
residue cross sectionsERsE* d to values significantly higher than that associated with the calculated Coulomb
barrier can be caused by the orientation of the deformed target nucleus in the entrance channel of the reaction.
An increase ofsER in the reactions of actinide targets with48Ca is consistent with the expected increase of the
survivability of the excited compound nucleus upon closer approach to the closed neutron shellN=184. In the
present work we detected 33 decay chains arising in the decay of the known nuclei282112, 283112, 286114,
287114, and288114. In the decay of287114sad→283112sad→279110sSFd, in two cases out of 22, we observed
decay chains of four and five sequentiala transitions that end in spontaneous fission of271Sg sTa/SF

=2.4−1.0
+4.3 mind and 267Rf sTSF,2.3 hd, longer decay chains than reported previously. We observed the new

nuclide292116 sTa=18−6
+16 ms,Ea=10.66±0.07 MeVd in the irradiation of the248Cm target at a higher energy

than in previous experiments. The observed nuclear decay properties of the nuclides withZ=104–118 are
compared with theoretical nuclear mass calculations and the systematic trends of spontaneous fission proper-
ties. As a whole, they give a consistent pattern of decay of the 18 even-Z neutron-rich nuclides withZ
=104–118 andN=163–177. The experiments were performed with the heavy-ion beam delivered by the U400
cyclotron of the FLNRsJINR, Dubnad employing the Dubna gas-filled recoil separator.
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I. INTRODUCTION

According to the microscopic nuclear models, the limits
of the existence of the heavy nuclei, as well as their decay
properties, are completely determined by nuclear shell ef-
fects. For the heaviestssuperheavyd elements in the vicinity
of the hypothetical closed spherical shellsZ=114 sor possi-
bly 120, 122, or 126d and N=184, the increase of nuclear
binding energy results in a considerable increase of stability
with respect to various decay modes:a decay or spontaneous
fissionsSFd. We may also speculate that the high fission bar-
riers of the superheavy nuclei in their ground states may
persist at low excitation energies, resulting in an increase in
their production cross sections, or to be more precise their
survival probability in the process of deexcitation of the
compound nucleus that is produced in the complete fusion of
massive nuclei.

Both the production cross sections and the stability of
superheavy nuclides are expected to increase on closer ap-

proach to the neutron shellN=184. Therefore, our first ex-
periments aimed at the synthesis of the heaviest nuclei in-
volved the complete fusion reactions244Pu,248Cm+48Ca that
lead to the compound nuclei292114 sN=178d and 296116
sN=180d with the maximum accessible neutron numbers
f1,2g.

At the same time, it has been difficult to explore the
mechanism of fusion of48Ca projectiles with actinide targets
because of the extremely low yield of evaporation residues
sERsd. Following the successful completion of the
experiments in which fission in48Ca-induced reactions
was studiedf3g we decided to investigate the survival proba-
bilities of the compound nuclei by measuring excitation
functions for producing evaporation residues. The first such
measurements were performed using the reaction
244Pus48Ca,3–5nd287–289114 f4g. In the present work, we fur-
ther develop these investigations with different targets233U,
238U, and 242Pu, producing compound nuclei withZ=112
and 114 that have fission barriers and neutron binding ener-
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gies different from those of292114. We also present the re-
sults of the cross section measurements of the reaction
248Cm+48Ca at the excitation energiesE* =30.5 and
33.0 MeV f2g and recent experiments atE* =38.9 MeV. In
the future the measurement of the excitation function of this
reaction will be continued at higher bombarding energy.

In the reactions242Pu,248Cm+48Ca, in the 4n evaporation
channel, we would expect the production of three even-even
nuclides,282112 sN=170d, 286114 sN=172d, and 292116 sN
=176d. Comparing their radioactive decay properties with
the available data on previously synthesized even-even
284112,288114, and290116 would then define the decay prop-
erties of these even-even isotopes as a function of neutron
number and for their odd-mass neighbors as well. One
should note also that the isotopes282112, 286114, and290116
f4g are contained in thea-decay chain of the isotope294118
that we previously observed in the reaction249Cas48Ca,3nd
f5g. This reaction is to be studied in more detail in future
experiments. In addition, we also intended to check the de-
cay data for the isotopes283112 and287114 sthe 3n-channel
products of the reactions238U,242Pu+48Cad that were ob-
served in experiments with the VASSILISSA separator in
1998–2003f6,7g.

Finally, reactions that produce nuclides withZ=112 and
Nø166 make it possible to study the production and prop-
erties of deformed nuclei in the vicinity of the closed neutron
shellN=162, which have been produced in cold fusion reac-
tions f8g. In the reaction233U+48Ca, the 4n-evaporation
channel leads to277112, synthesized in the cold fusion reac-
tion 208Pbs70Zn,nd 277112 f9g; the a-decay of the 3n evapo-
ration, isotope278112, leads to the known nuclei270Hs and
266Sg, previously produced in the hot fusion reactions
248Cms26Mg,4nd 270Hs f10g and248Cms22Ne,4nd 266Sg f11g,
respectively.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The 48Ca-ion beam was accelerated by the U400 cyclo-
tron at the Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions. The typi-
cal beam intensity at the target was 1.2pmA. The 32-cm2

rotating targets consisted of the enriched isotopes233U
s99.97%d, 238U s99.3%d, 242Pu s99.98%d, and248Cm s97.4%d
deposited as U3O8, PuO2, and CmO2 onto 1.5-mm Ti foils to
thicknesses of about 0.44, 0.35, 0.40, and 0.35 mg cm−2, re-
spectively.

The ERs recoiling from the target were separated in flight
from 48Ca beam ions, scattered particles, and transfer-
reaction products by the Dubna gas-filled recoil separator
f12g. The transmission efficiency of the separator forZ
=112 and 114 nuclei is estimated to be approximately 40%
f12g. ERs passed through a time-of-flightsTOFd system
swith detection efficiency of 99.9%d and were implanted in a
4312 cm2 semiconductor detector array with 12 vertical
position-sensitive strips, located in the separator’s focal
plane. This detector was surrounded by eight 434 cm2 side
detectors without position sensitivity, forming a box open to
the front sbeamd side. The position-averaged detection effi-
ciency fora decays of implanted nuclei was 87% of 4p. The
detection system was tested by registering the recoil nuclei

and decayssa or SFd of the known isotopes of No and Th, as
well as their descendants, produced in the reactions
206Pbs48Ca,xnd, andnatYbs48Ca,xnd, respectively. The energy
resolution fora particles absorbed in the focal-plane detector
was 55–95 keV. Thea particles that escaped the focal-plane
detector at different angles and registered in a side detector
had an energy resolution of the summed signalssside detec-
tor plus residual focal-plane detectord of 140–220 keV. If an
a particle was detected only by a side detectorsand thus its
position was lostd the uncertainty in determining its energy
increased to 450–500 keV; its assignment to an observed
decay chain is determined from the calculated probability of
random correlations based on the decay rate in the side de-
tectors associated with the actual experimental conditions.

The full width at half maximumsFWHMd position reso-
lutions of the signals of correlated decays of nuclei im-
planted in the detectors were 0.9–1.4 mm for ER-a signals
and 0.5–0.9 mm for ER-SF signals. It can be seen from the
data presented below that all the correlated events observed
in these experiments were registered with position deviations
comparable to the given position resolutions. Fission frag-
ments from the decay of252No implants produced in the
206Pb+48Ca reaction were used for the total kinetic energy
sTKEd calibration. The measured fragment energies were not
corrected for the pulse-height defect of the detectors, or for
energy loss in the detectors’ entrance windows, dead layers,
and the pentane gas filling the detection system. The mean
sum energy loss of fission fragments from the SF decay of
252No was about 20 MeV. For the estimation of the total
kinetic energy of fissioning nuclei the measured fragment
energies were increased by this valuefsee Fig. 6sad belowg.
The systematic uncertainty in estimating the TKE value is
about 5 MeV.

From model calculations and the available experimental
data for neighboring nuclei one can estimate the expected
a-particle energies for the isotopes of elements 112 and 114
produced in the reactions under study. This allowed us to
employ a special low-background detection scheme for the
investigated nuclidesf2,4g. In the bombardment of242Pu, the
beam was switched off after a recoil signal was detected with
parameters of implantation energy and TOF expected forZ
=114 evaporation residues, followed by ana-like signal with
an energy of 9.9øEaø10.35 MeV, in the same strip, within
a s1.4–1.9d-mm-wide position window and a time interval of
Dt=4 s. During approximately 20% of the duration of the
experiment, additional energy and time intervals were set to
switch the beam off following the detection of a seconda
transitionsfor those cases if the firsta particle was not reg-
istered with a position-correlated signal to the preceding
ERd: 9.48øEaø9.75 MeV, Dt=10 s. The duration of the
pause in the beam was determined from the observed pattern
of out-of-beama decays and varied from 1 to 12 min. Thus,
all the expected sequential decays of the daughter nuclides
with Zø112 were expected to be observed in the absence of
beam-associated background. In the experiments238U+48Ca
and 233U+48Ca, the energy and time intervals were 9.43
øEaø9.63 MeV, Dt=12 s and 10.3øEaø11.8 MeV, Dt
=0.3 s, respectively. In the248Cm+48Ca experiment, the en-
ergy and time intervals were 10.4øEaø10.8 MeV, Dt
=0.2 s for the firsta particle and 9.7øEaø9.94 MeV, Dt
=2 s for the seconda particle.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Irradiations of the242Pu,238U, 233U, and248Cm targets by
48Ca projectiles at various energies were performed in
September–November, 2003; December, 2003–February,
2004; April, 2004; and April–May, 2004; respectively; the
corresponding integrated, on-target beam doses of 1.8
31019, 1.831019, 0.831019, and 0.731019 ions were accu-
mulated. Experimental conditions are summarized in Table I.
Excitation energies of the compound nuclei at given ion en-
ergies are calculated using the masses off13g, taking into
account the thickness of the targets and the energy spread of
the incident cyclotron beams<±1%d. The beam energy
losses in the separator’s entrance window and target backing
sboth 1.5-mm Ti foilsd and target layer were calculated using
available data of Hubertet al. or Northcliffe and Schilling in
other casesf14g.

The spectrum ofa-like signalssall events without TOF
signald in all strips in the energy range of 6øEaø10 MeV
accumulated over the whole series of242Pu+48Ca experi-
ments is shown in Fig. 1sad. In the figure, we also show the
a-particle spectrum detected in beam-off time intervalsssee
aboved. In the beam-offa-particle spectrum we observe the
peaks originating froma-decaying isotopes of Po, the decay
products of the long-lived isotopes of Ra-Th produced in
transfer reactions. Note that in the high-energy part of the
a-particle spectrumsEaù9.3 MeVd only 22 events were de-
tected, six of themsmarked blackd, as we will demonstrate
below, belonging to the decay chains of287114.

The total spectrum of high-energy signals withE
ù50 MeV swithout TOF signald is presented in Fig. 1sbd. In
cases when fission signals were registered by both the focal-
plane and the side detector, the sum energy is given. The
background signalsspart of the scattered48Ca ions, frag-
ments of the induced fission of the target, etc.d appear in the
energy rangeEø130 MeV; they are not observed in the
beam-off spectrum. The signals of SF fragments arising in
the decays of heavy nuclei are expected at higher energies,
with Eù130 MeV.

During the entire 1120-h242Pu+48Ca run, with a total
beam dose of 1.831019, we detected 55 fissionlike signals

with EFù130 MeV fFig. 1sbdg. Eight events in the energy
intervalEF=140–165 MeV can be attributed to the SF decay
of the well-known isomer242mfAm sTSF=14 msd produced in
transfer reactions. SF from long-lived nuclei, e.g.,252Cf
sT1/2=2.65 yrd, accumulated in previous experiments
f4,5,15g, could be expected to contribute about half of the
remaining 47 events. The 25 events that we have assigned to
the decay chains of element 114 have been marked in black;
see Fig. 1sbd. The strip-averaged probability to detect ran-
dom ER-like signals withEER=6.5–14.5 MeV within a po-
sition window of 2 mm and time interval of 1 s was about
2.5310−3. Thus, the ER-SF sequences attributed to the de-
cays of element 114 were separated from242mfAm and back-
ground long-lived nuclei by the high energy of fission frag-
ments and/or ER-SF time intervals corresponding to the half-
life of the mother isotope determined from ER-a-SF decay
chainsssee Table II belowd.

Note that, due to the low number of signals withE
ù130 MeV, there is no advantage in detecting spontaneous
fission with the beam off.

In the entire series of242Pu+48Ca experiments, we had
about 3990 beam interrupts lasting a total of 82 h. The total
spectrum ofa particles that caused the beam to be switched
off is shown in Fig. 2. Here, the solid histogram shows the
energies of events that caused the beam to be switched off

TABLE I. Reaction-specific lab-frame beam energies in the
middle of the target layers used in the present work, corresponding
excitation energiesf13g, and total beam doses for the given
reactions.

Reaction EbeamsMeVd E* sMeVd Beam dose

242Pu+48Ca 235 30.4–34.7 5.031018

238 33.1–37.4 4.931018

244 38.0–42.4 4.731018

250 43.0–47.2 3.231018

238U+48Ca 230 29.3–33.5 5.831018

234 32.9–37.2 7.131018

240 37.7–41.9 5.231018

233U+48Ca 240 32.7–37.1 7.731018

248Cm+48Ca 247 36.8–41.1 7.031018

FIG. 1. sad Total beam-on and beam-offa-particle energy spec-
tra of events registered by the focal-plane detector and by both the
focal-plane and side detectors in the reaction242Pu+48Ca. The solid
histogram shows the energies of events observed during beam-off
periods in the correlated decay chainsssee Fig. 2 and Table IId. sbd
Total fission-fragment energy spectrum; the solid histogram shows
the energies of events observed in the correlated decay chains.
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and that were followed by a beam-off SF event or one or
more beam-offa particles with Ea=8.9–10 MeV and a
beam-on SF event in an elapsed time interval of up to
14 min, without taking into account the position and strip
number for the subsequent events. All of thesea particles
belong to the decays of286114 and287114.

The position deviations of the detected signals of recoil
nuclei and subsequent sequential decayssa and SFd for all
observed decay chains originating from the mother nuclei
286114 and287114 are shown in Fig. 3sad; they indicate a

strong position correlation among the observed decays. In
only three cases as positions of the chain members deviate
from the average values by more than 1 mm. Thesea par-
ticles were detected by both focal-plane and side detectors,
but with low energies deposited in the focal plane of about
1.5, 1.0, and 4.2 MeV. The small amplitudes of these energy
signals result in a degraded position resolution. The probabil-
ity that all the observed eventssincluding these threed are
due to random detector background is very low, even for the
experimental counting rates of events detected in beam, and

TABLE II. Decay chains observed in the242Pu+48Ca reaction. Bold events were registered during a beam-off period. Time intervals for
events following missinga were measured from preceding registered events and are shown in italic. Thea-particle energy errors are shown
in parentheses.

sad ER-a-SF chains288114d
ELab

sMeVd Strip
EER

sMeVd
dtER-a

ssd
Ea

sMeVd
dta-SF

ssd
ESF

sMeVd

235 9 9.5 3.852 9.86s45da 0.202 202

sbd ER-a1-a2-SF chainss287114d
ELab

sMeVd
Strip EER

sMeVd
dtER-a

ssd
Ea1

sMeVd
dta1-a2

ssd
Ea2

sMeVd
dta2-SF

ssd
ESF

sMeVd

235 11 10.2 0.599 10.00s7d 3.782 8.94(7) 0.830 134

2 6.6 Missinga 6.754 9.54s6d 0.530 174

5 12.8 0.935 9.98s9d 2.357 9.49(9) 0.206 146

4 10.2 0.396 9.89s15db 2.808 9.53s6d 0.0645 150

4 7.2 Missinga 22.024 9.50s6d 0.121 193

238 11 9.0 0.0985 10.06s7d 1.706 9.7s2db 0.0495 200

4 11.9 1.829 9.99s6d Missing a 13.909 215c

10 10.3 0.803 9.99s8d 0.788 9.36(8) 0.0750 213c

8 8.8 Missinga 4.409 9.54s9d 0.337 136

10 12.8 0.627 10.00s8d 2.690 9.51(8) 0.0637 201c

244 9 7.3 0.199 10.09s45da 8.621 9.67s15db 0.239 209c

2 10.4 0.0122 10.09s6d 1.871 9.59(15)b 0.114 221c

2 10.1 0.400 10.31s48da 5.463 9.32s6d 0.406 200

6 10.9 0.280 9.98s10d 20.092 9.7(5)a 0.418 216c

1 12.0 0.276 10.02s6d 7.877 9.50(45)a Chain given in Fig. 4

Mean values 0.538 10.02s6d 5.278 9.53s6d 0.267

scd ER-a /SF-SF chainss286114d
ELab

sMeVd
Strip EER

sMeVd
dtER-a/SF

smsd
Ea/SF

sMeVd
dta-SF

smsd
ESF

sMeVd

244 1 10.9 14.2 10.10s15db 0.978 213c

3 11.5 181 201c

6 13.0 84.7 10.25s10d 0.458 189

3 12.9 135 162

4 10.3 185 10.20s6d 1.586 164

7 13.3 41.4 218

5 8.9 335 182

250 6 10.5 603 228c

4 13.3 150 10.34s22db 0.143 211c

Mean values 192 10.21s6d 0.791

aEscapeda particle registered by side detector only.
ba particle registered by both focal-plane and side detectors.
cFission event registered by both focal-plane and side detectors.
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negligible for those decay chains registered during the beam-
off period.

In the course of the experiments with the242Pu target,
performed at four bombarding energies, 25 decay chains
were detected that we assign to the decay ofZ=114 nuclides.
Some of the measured parameters of the members of the
decay chains, namely, detector strip number, detected ener-
gies of events, and time intervals between events, are shown
in Table II. The distribution of the 25 observed events over
the strips is a consequence of the magnetic rigidity of the
recoils in the gas-filled separator. The observed deflection
corresponds to the separation ofZ=114 recoils traversing the
hydrogen media with an average ion charge of 5.9±0.2
scompared withqcalc=5.8d f16g. The measured energies of
the recoils also agree well with those expected from energy-
straggling and detector-performance calculations and with
those measured previously in our244Pu+48Ca experiments
f4g. However, the radioactive decay characteristics of the ob-
served recoils differ. This indicates that they originate from
different Z=114 isotopes.

The decay chains can be sorted into three groups: decay
chains of the ER-a-a-SF type lasting for 2–20 ssone spe-
cial case is an ER-a-a-a-a-SF chain lasting for 6.5 mind
observed at beam energiesEL =235–244 MeV, listed in
group sbd in Table II; shorter decays of the ER-a-SF or
ER-SF type spanning a typical time of 0.1–0.6 s, observed at
higher beam energiesEL =244–250 MeV, and listed in
group scd in Table II; and, finally, a single ER-a-SF event,
t,4 s, detected at the lowest beam energyEL =235 MeV,
and listed in groupsad in Table II.

In the 242Pu+48Ca reaction, we detected a total of 33a
decays in the correlated decay chains shown in Table II. Four
a particles are missing, which is entirely consistent with the
a-detection efficiency of the detector array that is approxi-
mately 87% of 4p. In Table II, such events are marked

“Missinga.” Their location within the decay chains of type
ER-a1-a2-SF can be easily determined through comparison
with the other 11 chains.

In the reaction238U+48Cas1070-h rund, of the 31 detected
decay signals withEù130 MeV, eight are assigned to the
decays of theZ=112 isotopesssee Table IIId. In the series of
238U+48Ca irradiations, about 1740 beam-off intervals oc-
curred, for a total of 31 h. For this experiment, thea-particle
spectra measured during beam-on and beam-off intervals and
the spectra of the fission fragments look practically the same
as those measured in the reaction242Pu+48Ca ssee Fig. 1d. In
the a spectrum detected during those beam-off periods, we
observed a single decay chain that we have determined to be
ER-a-a-a-a-SF. An a particle preceding this chain has an
energyEa1=9.56±0.08 MeVscompare with the data shown
in Fig. 4d. This value coincides, within the energy resolution
of the focal-plane detector, with the energy ofa particles in
other ER-a-SF sequences observed at beam energyEL
=234 MeV when only SF events were detected during the
beam off.

In the 238U+48Ca experiments, we detected eight decay
sequences that we have assigned to the decay ofZ=112 nu-
clides. These can be separated into two types: ER-a-SF
chains spanning about 0.5–6 s that were observed at beam
energiesEL =230–234 MeV, listed in groupsad in Table III;

FIG. 2. Total a-particle-like energy spectra of events that
stopped the beam during the242Pu+48Ca experiment. The solid his-
togram shows the energies of events that switched off the beam that
were followed by a beam-off SF event or beam-offa particles with
Ea=8.9–10 MeV and a beam-on SF event, with a total elapsed
time interval of up to 14 min.

FIG. 3. sad Relative position deviations of all events in the ob-
served decay chains.sbd Relative time intervals of all events in the
observed decay chainssl=ln 2/T1/2d compared with the average
half-lives assigned to the appropriate nuclides. Dashed lines are fits
to the data.
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and shorter sequences, ER-SF, withtSF,1 ms observed at
EL =240 MeV, listed in groupsbd in Table III. Two longer
ER-a1-a2-a3-a4-SF decay chains observed in the reaction
242Pu+48Ca sEL =244 MeVd and 238U+48Ca sEL

=234 MeVd are shown separately in Fig. 4. The distribution
of the respective recoil nuclei over the detector strips corre-
sponds to the separation ofZ=112 evaporation residues pro-
duced in the reaction238U+48Ca with qexpt=6.1±0.2 scom-
pared withqcalc=5.9d.

Characteristics of the decays in the observed chains, the
average values ofEa, ta, and tSF determined from all the

decay events of each type, are given in the bottom rows of
Tables II and III. The production cross sections of the nu-
clides detected in our experiments, characterized by their
types of decay, as a function of the excitation energies of the
compound nuclei290114 and286112 are shown in Fig. 5. In
addition, excitation functions of the reactions
244Pus48Ca,3–5nd287–289114 that we measured earlier with
the same experimental setupf4g and the presently available
data for the reaction248Cms48Ca,3–4nd292,293116 are also
shown, together with the Bass reaction barriersf17g and the
calculated excitation functionsf18g for all reactions. Com-
paring the decay properties of the observed nucleisTables II
and IIId and the excitation functions for their production
sFig. 5d, we can deduce a consistent picture for the masses of
the observed nuclides.

Decays of the daughter nuclei in the ER-a1-a2-SF chains
observed in the reaction242Pu+48Ca coincide in all the mea-
sured parameterssEa, Ta, TSF, andESFd with the decay chain
ER-a-SF observed in the238U+48Ca reaction. The maximum
yields of the nuclides that undergo this type of decay corre-
spond to the 3n-evaporation channel in fusion reactions
242Pu,238U+48Ca. Therefore, the ER-a1-a2-SF decay chain
from the reaction242Pu+48Ca should be assigned to the de-
cay of 287114. This conclusion is supported by the data from
the reactions245Cm,244Pu+48Ca in which similar decay
chains were observed in 2n- and 5n-evaporation channels
f4g, respectively. Accordingly, the ER-a-SF chains observed
in the reaction238U+48Ca are due to thea decay of283112
that is terminated by the spontaneous fission of the isotope
279Ds sTSF=0.18 sd.

The excitation functions and the decay properties of the
shorter chain memberssER-a-SFd detected in the242Pu
+48Ca reaction, and ER-SF correlations in238U+48Ca reac-
tion, determine that these originate from the neighboring
even-even isotopes286114 and 282112, respectively. They
were not observed in the reaction244Pu+48Ca s6n channeld

TABLE III. Decay chains observed in the238U+48Ca reaction. Bold events were registered during a
beam-off period. Time intervals for events following missinga were measured from preceding registered
events and are shown in italic. Thea particle energy errors are shown in parentheses.

sad ER-a-SF chainss283112d
ELab

sMeVd Strip
EER

sMeVd
dtER-a

ssd
Ea

sMeVd
dta-SF

ssd
ESF

sMeVd

230 3 13.0 Missinga 4.836 162

234 5 13.0 5.155 9.56s8d 0.0210 185

4 11.3 Missinga 0.776 186a

5 7.3 Missinga 3.255 132

5 13.6 0.458 9.57s8d 0.180 196

5 12.5 6.070 9.49s8d 0.0317 194

5 11.3 8.746 9.56(8) Chain given in Fig. 4

Mean values 5.107 9.54s8d 0.128

sbd ER-SF chains282112d
ELab

sMeVd
Strip EER

sMeVd
dtER-SF

smsd
ESF

sMeVd

240 6 10.8 0.207 222a

aFission event registered by both focal-plane and side detectors.

FIG. 4. Time sequences in the average decay chain of287114
sleftd and in selected decay chains observed in the242Pu+48Ca
smiddled and238U+48Ca srightd reactions. Measured energies, time
intervals, and positions of the observed decay events are shown.
Energy uncertainties are shown in parentheses.s1d The energy of
this event was detected by side detectors only.s2d The energies of
events detected by both the focal-plane and side detectors, respec-
tively, are shown in brackets.
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but appear in the decays of290116 and 294118 produced
in the reactions 245Cms48Ca,3nd290116 f4g and
249Cfs48Ca,3nd294118f5g, respectively. Note that in the decay
of 286114, as observed in all of the experiments, only fivea
decays were observed out of 13 atomssba,0.4d.

One more short-lived SF decaysDt=86 ms, ESF
=149 MeVd was registered in the reaction238U+48Ca atEL
=234 MeV. Taking into account the measured transfer reac-
tion cross sections with248Cm f19g and the yields of the
fission isomers in heavy-ion reactions with238U f20g, we
cannot exclude that this SF decay was caused by the 21-ms
isomer241mfPu f21g. Because of the 85-ms dead time associ-
ated with the detection system for consecutive signals of the

recoil-SF type, decays of241mfPu with shorter correlation
times could not be detected.

Finally, a single ER-a-SF event observed in the reaction
242Pu+48Ca at a beam energyEL =235 MeV agrees well in
decay properties with the well-studied nuclide288114 s12
events detectedd that we previously synthesized in the reac-
tion 244Pus48Ca,4nd288114 f4g. This event should then be as-
signed to the decay of288114 produced via 2n evaporation
with a cross section of about 0.5 pb.

As it can be seen in Fig. 5, the maximum cross section
values that we measured for the reaction242Pu+48Ca at the
energy E* =40.2 MeV are s3n=3.6−1.7

+3.4 pb and s4n
=4.5−1.9

+3.6 pb; for the reaction238Us48Ca,3nd283112 the maxi-
mum values ares3n=2.5−1.1

+1.8 pb at E* =35.0 MeV ands4n
=0.6−0.5

−1.6 pb atE* =39.8 MeV. In view of the present results,
the non-observation of decay chains of element 112 isotopes
in the reaction of238U with 231-MeV 48Ca projectilessE*
=32.5 MeVd at LBNL f22g is obviously due to insufficient
experimental sensitivity. The “upper cross section limit for
one event” set in the recent LBNL experiments1.6 pbd cor-
responds to a statistically valid 84% upper limit of 2.9 pb
f23g provided all the parameters of the experiment were cho-
sen optimally.

We have also studied the reaction233U+48Ca at EL
=240 MeV; despite an accumulated beam dose of about 8
31018 ions, we did not observe any decay chains that could
be attributed to the decay of isotopes of element 112. This
non-observation could be associated with either of two rea-
sons:s1d Either the lifetime of278112 is less than the time of
flight of the recoils from the target to detectorss,1 msd and
the dead time of the detection systems6 ms for ER-a sig-
nalsd; or s2d its production cross section is below the sensi-
tivity of the present experiment. The first hypothesis is not
realistic: an even-even nuclide278112 with a half-life of
ø7 ms shoulda-decay with an energyQaù11.9 MeV; this
significantly deviates from the experimental values ofQa

observed in the decays of the neighboring isotopes of ele-
ment 112; see Fig. 6. Furthermore, the descendant nuclei of
278112 s274Ds, 270Hs, 266Sg,262Rf f10,11gd were not observed.
For the partial half-life for the SF decay of278112, one would
expect a largerTSF than that observed for282112 due to a
closer proximity to the deformed shellN=162 f28g. The
even-odd isotopes277112 and279112sproducts of the 2n- and
4n-evaporation channelsd should haveTa values exceeding
the dead time of the detection systemfe.g., T1/2s

277112d
=0.6 msf8,9gg. We take this as support for the second as-
sumption, and we calculate an upper cross section limit of
s2−4nø0.6 pb for the reaction233Us48Ca,2−4nd277–279112 at
EL =240 MeV.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Nuclear properties

Now that the mass numbers of the observedZ=112, 114,
and 116 isotopes have been deduced on the basis of mea-
sured excitation functions, let us analyze specific properties
of the decay chains of the isotopes synthesized in the present
work. In the ER-a1-a2-SF chains arising in the decay of the

FIG. 5. Excitation functions for the 2n snd, 3n sjd, 4n ssd, and
5n s.d evaporation channels from the complete-fusion reactions
233,238U,242,244Pu,248Cm+48Ca. The Bass barrierf17g is shown by
an open arrow in each panel; in the topmost panel it is labeled with
BBass. Lines show the results of calculationsf18g. Error bars corre-
spond to statistical uncertainties.
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isotope 287114, the energy of the firsta particle is Ea1
=10.02±0.06 MeV. In all 12 events in which the decay of
the mother nuclide has been observed, the measured values
of Ea1 agree with the given value within the detector resolu-
tion characteristic of the actual detection conditions, as well
as with the value measured for this isotope inf4g. The loss of
the first a particle in three events does not influence our
interpretation of the decay scenario of this nuclide. The en-
ergy of the seconda particle in 11 cases of 14 isEa2
=9.54±0.06 MeV. This value, as we noted above, agrees
well with the four measureda energies of283112 ssee Table
III d, produced as a fusion-evaporation product in the reaction
238Us48Ca,3nd283112, and with energies registered for this
isotope in previous experimentsf4g.

However, three of the measured energies of the second
alpha,Ea2=8.94s7d, 9.36s8d, and 9.32s6d MeV, are different
enough from the average value ofEa2 that they are beyond
the experimental uncertainties of measuringa energies asso-
ciated with the focal-plane detector. This means that the ob-
serveda decays of283112 correspond to transitions to vari-
ous excited states in the daughter nucleus279110. Given the
accuracy with which we measure thea-particle energies
swhich varies depending on experimental conditionsd and the
relatively low statistics, we can evaluate the probability of
such transitions as being about 20%. In principle, this kind of
decay pattern for an odd nucleus is likely since279110 sN
=169d is located in an intermediate region seven neutrons
above the deformed shell closure atN=162 and 15 neutrons
below the spherical shell atN=184. Finally, in Table II, we
present a single case in which the seconda particle is miss-
ing and the spontaneous fission is detected 13.9 s after emis-
sion of the firsta particle. Since the half-life of279110 de-
termined from 21 events is 0.18 s, the observed time interval
tER-SF is therefore defined either by the time of emission of
the unobserved seconda particle or by the spontaneous fis-
sion of 283112 occurring with a probability ofø10%. As a
whole, the decay properties of the isotope283112 produced in
the reactions238U+48Ca and242Pu+48Ca do not depend on
whether it is observed as a primary nucleus or as ana-decay
product of a preceding mother nucleus.

In the reaction242Pu+48Ca, we observed no decay chains
of the ER-a-SF type of 3–5 min in duration that had been
reported from previous experiments performed with the
VASSILISSA separatorf6,7g. It should be noted that while
the reported valuesf7g of Ta=5.5−2

+10 s deduced from two
events andEa=10.29±0.02 MeV measured for a single
event are similar to those observed for287114 in our experi-
ments, the half-life of the daughter nucleus differs by an
order of magnitudef6,7g. The existence of such a long-lived
decay mode for the even-odd nucleus283112 reported previ-
ously f6,7g cannot be entirely excluded; however, the present
data indicate that its probability does not exceed 10%.

At the same time, in one of the 15 decays of287114 pro-
duced in the reaction242Pu+48Ca and in one of the seven
decays of283112 produced in the reaction238U+48Ca, we
observed lengthy sequentiala decays that were terminated
by SF with long lifetimes:tSF,6.3 min and 3.3 h, respec-
tively; see Fig. 4. These rare decays result froma /SF com-
petition in the decay of279110 sba,10%, including three

decays observed inf4gd and end in the spontaneous fission of
the neutron-rich isotopes271Sg sN=165d and 267Rf sN
=163d. Comparing the two decay chains given in Fig. 4, one
can see that271Sg undergoes botha decaysEa=8.53 MeVd
and SF. The increased stability of267Rf and 271Sg with re-
spect to SF is due to their proximity to the deformed shell at
N=162.

In four of the observed nine events from the reaction
242Pu+48Ca sin five of the observed 13 decays total, includ-
ing the results off4,5gd, the even-even isotope286114 under-
goesa decay withEa=10.20 MeV,ba,40%, in competi-
tion with SF. Itsa-decay daughter,282112, decays by SF with
a short half-life,TSF=0.5 ms.

Because of low statistics, we cannot rule out the possibil-
ity that several similar half-life values contribute to the de-
cays of each of the observed isotopes of elements 112 and
114. Time distributions, presented in sum in Fig. 3sbd, allow
us to characterize each decay type by a single half-life value,
bearing in mind the actual statistical uncertainties.

Data on the decay characteristics of the isotopes
286,287114,282,283112, and279110, as well as275Hs, 271Sg, and
267Rf synthesized in the reactions242Pu,238U+48Ca, are sum-
marized in Table IV. Included also are the data for heavier
isotopes withZ=110–114 that we produced earlier in the
reaction244Pu+48Ca f1,4g and the isotopes of heavier ele-
ments with Z=116,118 from our experiments
245,248Cm,249Cf+48Ca f1,2,4,5,29g. The decay modes, num-
ber of observed events used to determine the decay proper-
ties, and values ofT1/2, Ea, andQa are shown in Table IV.
Expected values ofTa were calculated from the measuredQa

from the Geiger-Nuttall relationship using the Viola-Seaborg
formula f30g: log10sTad=saZ+bd* Qa

−1/2+cZ+d. Parameters
were fitted to theTa vs Qa values of 65 previously known
even-evennuclei with Z.82 and N.126 sa=1.787, b=
−21.40,c=−0.2549,d=−28.42d. The limiting values ofQa

for the spontaneously fissioning nuclei were estimated in the
same way.

Experimentala-decay energies of the isotopes withZ
=100–118, together with the decay energies of the same
nuclides calculated in the macroscopic-microscopicsMM d
nuclear modelf24,25g, are compared in Fig. 6. The agree-
ment between theory and experiment becomes somewhat
worse as one moves from the deformed nuclei in the vicinity
of neutron shellsN=152 and 162 to the more neutron-rich
nuclides withNù169. In this region, experimentally mea-
sured values ofQa are less than the values calculated from
the model byø0.5 MeV. In general, this is good agreement,
considering that these theoretical predictions of the MM
model are matched over a broad unexplored nuclear domain
by the measuredQa values for 14 nuclides withZ
=106–118 andN=165–177. One should note that the pre-
dictions of other models within the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov sSHFBd f31g and the relativistic mean field
sRMFd f32g methods also compare well with the experimen-
tal results. These models predict the same spherical neutron
shell at N=184, but different proton shells,Z=114 sMM d
andZ=120, 124, or 126sSHFB, RMFd, yet all describe the
experimental data equally well. Such insensitivity with re-
spect to the various models can be explained either by the
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remoteness of nuclei under consideration from the closed
shell atN=184 or by the relatively weaker influence of the
proton shells atZ=114 or higher, compared with that of the
neutron shell atN=184.

Of particular interest for comparisons with theory are the
long decay chains like those shown in Fig. 4. The decay
properties of the isotopes of element 114 are generally deter-
mined by the spherical shellsZ=114 andN=184. According
to MM model calculationsf25g, the nucleus287114 is almost
sphericalsb2=0.088d. In a succession of sequentiala de-
cays, the descendant nuclei move away from the closedN
=184 shell and approach the deformed shell atN=162. The
terminating nucleus,267Rf sN=163d, is deformed sb2

,0.23d f25g. Accordingly, it is possible to compare the pre-
dicted changes in the structure of nuclei in the decay chain
originating with the decay of287114 with the experimental
data. As can be seen in Fig. 6, for the last nuclei in the decay
chain s275Hs→271Sg→267Rfd, experimental values ofQa

practically coincide with calculations; here one observes a
considerable decrease ofQa due to the proximity of the neu-
tron shell at N=162. In the decay chain291116→¯

→267Rf ssee Fig. 6d, we observed a similar variation in
a-decay energies as we reported for decay chains starting
with 287115 or288115 f15g. The slope ofQa vs neutron num-
ber remains practically the same for elements 112–116 but

increases significantly for the nuclides withZ=111 and 110.
Such an effect might be caused by the transition from spheri-
cal nuclear shapes to deformed shapes during successivea
decays, in agreement with MM calculationsf25g.

Unfortunately, in the decay of the even-odd nucleus
287114, longer decay chains are blocked by the spontaneous
fission of 279110 sba,10%d. It is partially for this reason
that we attempted to synthesize the odd-odd nucleus288115
in the reaction243Am+48Ca. The result was a lengthy decay
chain consisting of fivea decays and terminated by SFf15g,
which is the principal decay mode.

With the decay properties of theZ=110–114 nuclides
presented in Table IV and Fig. 6, we can revisit the long-
lived ER-a-a-a-SF decay chain detected in the reaction
244Pu+48Ca in 1998f33g at E* =35 MeV that was consid-
ered to be acandidatefor the decay originating from289114.
The experimental values ofEa andta for the threea decays,
as well as the limiting value ofEa for the final SF nucleus
agree with expectations for the nuclides in the chain of
sequentiala decays of the isotope290114. The observed
production cross section of this nuclides,0.2 pbd is con-
sistent with s2n,0.5 pb observed in the reaction
242Pus48Ca,2nd288114 which has a 2.3-MeV higherQ value
than does the244Pu+48Ca system. However, one has to sup-
pose a considerable increase in stability against decay by SF

TABLE IV. Decay properties of nuclei produced in this work andf1,2,4,5g.

Z A
No.

observeda
Decay mode,

branchb Half-lifec
Expected
half-life Ea sMeVd Qa sMeVd

118 294 1/1 a 1.8−1.3
+75 ms 0.4 ms 11.65±0.06 11.81±0.06

116 293 3/3 a 53−19
+62 ms 80 ms 10.53±0.06 10.67±0.06

292 4/5 a 18−6
+16 ms 40 ms 10.66±0.07 10.80±0.07

291 2/2 a 6.3−2.5
+11.6 ms 20 ms 10.74±0.07 10.89±0.07

290 2/2 a 15−6
+26 ms 10 ms 10.85±0.08 11.00±0.08

114 289 8/8 a 2.7−0.7
+1.4 s 2 s 9.82±0.06 9.96±0.06

288 12/11 a 0.80−0.18
+0.32 s 0.8 s 9.95±0.07 10.09±0.07

287 15/15 a 0.51−0.10
+0.18 s 0.5 s 10.02±0.06 10.16±0.06

286 11/5 a: 0.4
SF: 0.6

0.16−0.03
+0.07 s 0.2 s 10.20±0.06 10.35±0.06

112 285 8/8 a 34−9
+17 s 50 s 9.16±0.06 9.29±0.06

284 12 SF 101−22
+41 ms ø9.85

283 18/18 a: 1
SF: ø0.1

4.0−0.7
+1.3 s 3 s 9.54±0.06 9.67±0.06

282 6 SF 0.50−0.14
+0.33 ms ø10.82

110 281 8 SF 9.6−2.5
+5.0 s ø9.05

279 21/2 a: 0.1
SF: 0.9

0.18−0.03
+0.05 s 0.2 s 9.70±0.06 9.84±0.06

108 275 2/2 a 0.15−0.06
+0.27 s 0.8 s 9.30±0.07 9.44±0.07

106 271 2/1 a: 0.5
SF: 0.5

2.4−1.0
+4.3 min 0.8 min 8.53±0.08 8.65±0.08

104 267 1 SF 2.3−1.7
+98 h ø8.22

aNumber of events used for calculations of half-lives/a-particle energies, respectively.
bBranching ratio is not shown if only one decay mode was observed.
cError bars correspond to 68% confidence level if more than one event was observed, for only one registered event, the error bars correspond
to 95%.
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of 286112 and282110 compared with their lighter neighbors
for a decay to dominate. On the other hand, such a long
chain could originate from a rare decay branch of the even-
odd nuclide289114 starting from an isomeric statef31g.

All the decay chains presented in Tables II and III end in
spontaneous fission. In cases when the detector array regis-
tered both fission fragments, their sum energyEtot could be
used to determine the total kinetic energy of the fission frag-
ments. The value of TKE for all the SF isotopes obtained in
the 48Ca-induced reactions given in Table IV is plotted in
Fig. 6sbd, together with the previously known data for the
isotopes withZù96 ssee Ref.f26g and references thereind. It
is observed that, with the transitionZù110, the TKE in-
creases with increasingZ in agreement with the previously
established dependence of TKE vsZ2/A1/3, typical for the
asymmetric fission of lighter nuclei. We speculate that this is
caused by the influence of the spherical shellsZ=50 andN
=82 on the formation of the light fission fragment in the
scission of superheavy nucleif3,26,34g. In the spontaneous
fission of the lighter nuclides267Db, 268Db, and271Sg with
N=162, 163, and 165, the same effect apparently results in
symmetric fission with high kinetic energy, characteristic of
the close scission configuration that takes place in the bimo-
dal fission of the heavy isotopes of Fm, Md, and Nof26,34g.

B. Cross sections for thexn-evaporation channels
in the reactions U,Pu+48Ca

Considering the production of evaporation residues in the
complete fusion of actinide target nuclei with48Ca within the
classical concept of formation of a compound nucleus, one
can express the cross section of the various neutron evapo-
ration channels assxnsE* d, PCNsE* d3WsurvsE* d. Here,
PCN and Wsurv are the probability of the formation of com-
pound nucleus and the survival probability in the de-
excitation to the ground state by emission of neutrons andg
rays, respectively, as a function of excitation energyE*. Ac-
cordingly, the value ofPCN is determined by the probability
of capture,Pcapt, and the dynamics of motion of the compos-

ite system from an initial state of two contacting nuclei to the
compact, almost spherical shape of the compound nucleus.
In this process, which is characterized by a substantial
change of nuclear deformation, the nuclear system can sepa-
rate into two fragmentssundergo so-called quasifissiond, hav-
ing not reached the equilibrium deformation; thus,PCN
! Pcapt f18g. In such a situation, the probabilityPCN depends
substantially on the primary conditions that determine the
trajectory of the collective motion of the heavy nucleus. A
strong Coulomb repulsion of nuclei at the primary reaction
stage also decreasesPCN in favor of deep inelastic reactions.
Both hindrances, for different reasons, considerably limit the
formation of the compound nuclei.

Another stage of the process is the deexcitation of the
compound nucleus via sequential neutron emission. In statis-
tical models, for heavy nuclei, the survival probability is
determined mainly by the relation of partial widths
sGn/Gtotd<sGn/G fd: WsurvsE* d,pi=1

x sGn/G fdi ,pi=1
x expfsBf

−Bnd /Tgi. Here Bf and Bn are fission barrier and neutron
separation energy in the compound nucleus, respectively,
with excitation energyE* and temperatureT, and x is the
number of emitted neutrons.

For the reactions under consideration, leading to nuclei
with ZCN=112–114 andNCN=169–178, nuclear masses cal-
culated in various models give an uncertainty of neutron
binding energy DBnø1 MeV f24,25,31,32,35g. Model-
dependent variations in the fission barrier heightBf are much
larger, DBf <3–4 MeV f24,35,36g. It should be noted that
with increasing nuclear temperature, the amplitude of the
shell correction decreases, which results in a decrease ofBf
ssee, e.g.,f37gd. This effect is especially important for the
heavy nuclei withZCNù100 for which the fission barrier
height is completely determined by shell effect.

The same calculational method that was developed earlier
for describing the cross sections for the production of No
isotopes in the reactions204,206–208Pb+48Ca f38g, was em-
ployed to reproduce the measured values ofsxnsE* d pre-
sented in Fig. 5. These calculationssnot shown in the figured
disagreed with the experiment; calculated maxima of the ex-
citation functions of the 2n and 3n channels were shifted to

FIG. 6. sad a-decay energy vs neutron number for isotopes of even-Z elements withZù100 ssolid circles, even-even isotopes; open
circles, even-odd isotopesd f8–11,21g. Data atNù163 that are connected by dashed lines are fromf1,2,4,5g and the present work. Solid lines
show the theoreticalQa valuesf24,25g for even-Z=100–118 elements.sbd Experimental values of TKE vsZ2/A1/3 spreviously measured
data fromf26g and references thereind, open squares; experimental data from the present work, solid squares. The solid line is the linear fit
to the data, excluding the mass-symmetric fissionersf27g.
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lower energies and the modeled cross sectionssER were con-
siderably higher than those experimentally observed. Varia-
tion of the statistical model parameters in calculations of the
survival probabilities of compound nuclei withZ=112 and
114 did not eliminate these discrepancies.

One should note that all of the events observed in the
production of isotopes of elements 112 and 114 with the
fusion reactions238U,242,244Pu+48Ca were detected at ener-
gies above the Coulomb barrier,sFig. 5d. In contrast, in cold
fusion reactions of the target nuclei of208Pb and209Bi with
more massive projectilessAù48d, the maximum yield of
evaporation residues is observed at subbarrier projectile en-
ergiesf8,9g.

The observed shift of excitation functions to higher ener-
gies cannot be explained by the dynamic limitations of fu-
sion, because in our case we use more asymmetric reactions
than are encountered in cold fusion reactions. The effect may
be associated with the static deformation of thetargetnuclei,
whose orientation at the point of collision leads to various
configurations of the composite system at the very start of its
path toward the spherical shape of the compound nucleus.
“Equatorial” collisions, characterized by minimum distances
between the centers of the interacting nuclei, correspond to
the most compact configurations of the composite system.
For such collisions, the Coulomb barrier of the reaction
242,244Pu+48Ca is about 20 MeV higher than is that encoun-
tered in “polar” collisions, which are characterized by the
maximum distance between reaction partners, in which the
heavy nucleus is formed with maximum deformationsFig.
7d. All of the other configurations are intermediate between

these extremes. If the angle of impact corresponds to a more
compact configuration, then the compound nucleus has a
higher probability of reaching the final spherical shape
f18,39g, and such collisions will be decisive for determining
the fusion-evaporation cross sectionsER=S sxn.

The quasifission reaction channels that are characterized
by the formation of fragments with highly asymmetric mass
division most probably occur at the earliest stage of collec-
tive motion, when the compound nucleus is still strongly
deformed. The principal contribution to the quasifission cross
section at lower excitation energiessE* ø30 MeVd, is from
the “polar” interactions of the colliding nucleif18g. There-
fore, the dependencesQFsE* d<scaptsE* d is relatively weak
up to E* <27 MeV; see Fig. 7. In contrast, the complete
fusion of the nucleus that arises from the more compact con-
figuration is more likely to undergo more symmetric fission.
The observed dependencesFsE* d is steeper than that of
sQFsE* d and is shifted to higher values ofE*. Here, the
competing quasifission channel limits the contribution of
“polar” collisions to the formation of a compound nucleus. If
we suggest thatsCNsE* d corresponds to a some more strict
selection of the target nucleus orientation compared with
sFsE* d sthe additional change of distance between centers of
nuclei spans over only 4%d, the statistical calculations repro-
duce well the experimental dependencessERsE* d for all the
reactions presented in Fig. 5f18g.

Let us further consider the production cross sections of
the evaporation residues. From numerous experiments it is
known that in the synthesis of heavy nuclei withZù102,
both in hot and cold fusion reactions, the cross sectionsER

FIG. 7. sad Comparison of the cross section as a function of excitation energyE* for quasifissionssQFd, fissionssFd, and ERssERd for
the 238U+48Ca reaction. Experimental data are fromf3g and present work, and the lines show calculationsf18g. Note the location of the
“polar” and “equatorial” touching configurations with respect to the Bass barrier, and the discontinuous cross section scale.sbd Comparison
of hot fusion cross sections for the production ofZù102 nuclides using a variety of heavy-ion beamsstop paneld. Note the relatively
constant cross sections forZù112 nuclides produced with48Ca projectiles. We show the fission barrier heights as a function of neutron
number on the bottom panelf28,36g slower paneld. Solid symbols correspond to the number of neutrons in compound nuclei formed in
different reactions. Note the influence of the closed shells—especially the spherical shell closure atN=184. There is a correspondence
between the increased barrier height in the lower panel and the enhanced cross sections of ER production in48Ca-induced reactions in the
top panel at the same neutron numbers.
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decreases rapidly with increasingZCN. Extrapolating the de-
pendencesERsZCNd to Z.110, we would arrive at extremely
low cross sections for the production of isotopes of element
114 ssER,1–10 fbd. However, experimental values of
sERsZCN=114d observed in the reactions242,244Pu+48Ca ap-
peared to be about three orders of magnitude higher. We
consider that this fundamental discrepancy has a firm physi-
cal explanation.

In cold fusion reactions, the decrease ofsER with increas-
ing ZCN is associated with the dynamic hindrances of the
fusion of massive nucleif18g. Here, extrapolation to super-
heavy nuclei appears to be justified, as the hindrances should
increase with increasing mass and nuclear charge of the pro-
jectile. In asymmetric hot fusion reactions using light projec-
tile nuclei, like the isotopes of C, O, Ne, Mg, there are prac-
tically no fusion limitations. Here, the decrease ofsER for
higher values ofZCN is determined by the decreasing surviv-
ability of the compound nuclei. As shown above, the value of
Wsurv strongly depends onsBf −Bnd. Since the value ofBf is
completely determined by the amplitude of the shell correc-
tion sBf

LD <0 for the nuclei withZù102d, it strongly de-
pends on the neutron number of the compound nucleus. The
high fission barriers and correspondingly high cross sections
sER observed in the synthesis of elements withZ
=102–106 are associated with the significant shell effects at
N=152 and atN=162 fFig. 7sbdg. For heavier nuclei with
N.162, Bf values decrease until the next spherical shell at
N=184 starts influencing the fission barrier, whileBn values
steadily decrease in this region with increasing neutron num-
ber. Upon approaching the closed neutron shell, the fission
barriers will increase again, according to all microscopic
modelsssee, e.g.,f35,36gd. That should result in a substantial
increase ofsER.

Thus, if the theoretical predictions of the existence of
closed nuclear shells in the domain of superheavy elements
are correct, they should be characterized not only by higher
stability to various decay modesslonger half-livesd but also
by a relatively high probability of production. As we have
shown in Fig. 7sbd, the increase of the height of the fission
barrier due to the influence of the shell closure atN=184 is
expected only for the neutron-rich nuclei withN.170. For
these nuclei, an increase of neutron number in the compound
nucleus results in an increase of the production cross section
observed in the experiments. We consider this to be the ma-
jor advantage of using the complete fusion reactions involv-
ing the neutron-rich transuranic target nuclei and the48Ca
projectile for the synthesis of superheavy elements.

Indeed, the experimental data show that for the nuclei
with Z=112 and 114 andNCN=174–178 the cross section of
the 4n-evaporation channelsan “open” channel, well above
the fusion barrierd systematically increases with increasing
neutron number and reaches the maximum value of about
5 pb in the reaction244Pu+48Ca. The low cross section for
the formation of the isotope278112 in the reaction233U
+48Ca with NCN=169 has the corresponding explanation.
Additionally, in the reaction248Cm+48Ca sZCN=116 and
NCN=180d, one could expect a highers4n cross section;
however, the excitation function is not yet complete. The
cross section of the reaction248Cms48Ca,4nd292116 at E*

=38.9 MeV sabout 3 MeV below the expected maximum
cross section for the 4n channeld has already reached the
value 3.3−1.4

+2.5 pb. In this reaction, six decay chains of the new
isotope292116 were observed. The decay properties of292116
are also included in Table IV.

V. CONCLUSION

Several conclusions follow from the above analysis and
discussion of the present experimental data. We measured
production cross sections and studied radioactive decay
properties of the isotopes282,283112,286,287114, and292,293116
synthesized in complete fusion reactions with48Ca projec-
tiles. The mass numbers of the synthesized isotopes were
determined from excitation functions of the 3n- and
4n-evaporation channels of the reactions238U, 242Pu, and
248Cm+48Ca and 3n–5n channels of the reaction244Pu
+48Ca f4g.

The even-odd isotope287114 undergoes mostly sequential
a-a-SF decay with a typical total decay time of about
2–20 s. The total decay time is most strongly influenced by
the relatively long-lived daughter nuclide283112 sTa=4 sd,
which should be regarded as the longest-lived element 112
isotope for experiments aimed at the investigation of the
chemical properties of element 112 in the reaction238U
+48Ca.

The SF nuclide279110 undergoesa decay with a probabil-
ity of ,10%, and the chain of subsequent decays is termi-
nated by the SF of either271Sg or267Rf. Their long lifetimes
of minutes and hours are caused by the influence of the de-
formed shells atZ=108 and atN=162.

The isotope286114 demonstrates ana-SF decay pattern.
The probability of spontaneous fission of the even-even
nucleus286114 is about 60%; itsa-decay daughter,282112,
decays by SF with a short half-lifesTSF=0.5 msd.

The observed decay properties of the four isotopes of el-
ement 114 with masses 286–289 provide a consistent mass
identification for all of the heavier even-Z nuclei, in particu-
lar, the three isotopes of element 116 with masses 290, 291,
and 293 that we synthesized earlier in the reactions
245,248Cm+48Ca f2,4g, and also the isotope of element 118
with A=294 we observed as ana-a-SF chain in the reaction
249Cf+48Ca f5g. They define also the masses of neutron-rich
nuclei with Z=104–108 that appear in the decay chains of
the mother nucleus287114.

The decay properties of nuclei in the decay chain
290116sad→286114sa /SFd→282112sSFd, synthesized indi-
vidually in the three reactions245Cm,242Pu,238U+48Ca, co-
incide well with those measured for the descendant nuclei of
the heavy even-even nuclide294118 produced in the reaction
249Cfs48Ca,3nd294118 atE* =29.2 MeV.

All the observeda-decay sequences end in SF character-
ized by a high TKE of the fragments. For superheavy nuclei
with Zù110, the value of TKE increases withZ following
the dependence of TKE vsZ2/A1/3 expected for asymmetric
fission. Spontaneous fission of the nuclei withZ=106 and
N=165, as well as267,268Db sN=162,163d with an abnor-
mally high kinetic energy release is most probably associated
with the symmetric fission decay mode.
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The ER production cross sections in the complete fusion
reactions with48Ca are determined by the survivability of
nuclei and depend mostly on their fission barrier height. The
expected increase of fission barrier heights on approaching
the neutron shell atN=184 leads to an increase in the evapo-
ration residue cross section; a conclusion supported by our
experimental data. Thus, the effect of nuclear shells in the
domain of superheavy elements results not only in substan-
tially higher stability to various decay modes, but also in an
increase of the production cross section for complete fusion
reactions with48Ca projectiles. The observed 3–5 MeV up-
ward shift of the maxima of the evaporation residue yields in
the reactions of actinide nuclei with48Ca projectiles with
respect to the calculated Coulomb barrier for spherical nuclei
can be attributed to the selection of the entrance states asso-
ciated with the orientation of the deformed target nuclei in
collisions with48Ca.

The present experimental data on the production cross
sections and decay properties of even-Z nuclides can be used

for determining the conditions for synthesis and prediction of
the decay properties of odd-Z nuclides. Our interpretation of
the data of the experiments on the synthesis of element 115
in the reactions243Ams48Ca,3–4nd288,287115f15g is in agree-
ment with the results of the present work.
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